What number must be subtracted from 0.34 to obtain 6.46?

\[ \_ \quad - \quad 0.34 = 6.46 \]
A rental car company charges $22.50 a day plus $0.15 a mile. If you rented a car for 2 days and drove a total of 237 miles, how much will you be charged?

\[
Total \ Cost = \ + \\
= \ + \\
= 
\]
Candice has $5.45 in quarters and dimes. She has five less dimes than she has quarters. How many quarters and dimes does she have?

Let \( x \) = The number of quarters.

Then \( x - 5 \) = The number of dimes.

\[
0.25 + 0.10 = 5.45
\]
\[
+ = 5.45
\]
\[
- = 5.45
\]

\[x - 5 = 5.45\]

\[x = \]